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The customer, a manufacturer of swimming pool and spa control
applications, approached us through one of our trade distributors
as they were looking for a replacement for contactors that, due to a
redesign from their incumbant supplier, no longer fitted inside their
panels.
It was more time and cost efficient to find a new supplier than it was
to completely redesign their control panels. After an initial discussion
about their requirements, we supplied the customer with product
samples for them to test, not only to ensure that they would fit the
available space inside their panels, but also for quality and reliability.
The customer was impressed with our contactor product - the size
fit was perfect, and the quality difference was noticeable. Further
discussions with the customer as the relationship developed led
to additional product samples being provided including thermal
overloads, modular heating contactors and DIN Rail terminals.
Our consultative approach enabled us to completely understand
the customers’ pains with their current solution, and provide
suggestions where we can offer improvements in terms of quality
and performance of our components.
Although there were cheaper alternatives available in the market,
the customer was so impressed with the fit and reliability that the
business was won, not only for the contactors, but for the other
control components too.

“

We were introduced to IMO through Edmundson Electrical,
and very quickly establish a good rapport with the sales
person. He listened to our requirements and even visited
our production site to better understand the issues we were
experiencing. His technical knowledge was impressive and
with his suggestions we took some samples for a test drive.
After successful testing we sampled more products and now
have a selection of products from IMO that make up our core
solution.
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